Introduction

COVID-19 (‘the Coronavirus’) has brought about a unique set of legal and practical challenges for organisations, including in relation to privacy and cybersecurity. Countries and authorities around the world have been reacting to the evolving and dynamic nature of the pandemic. For example, in some jurisdictions new laws have been passed in order to strengthen personal information protection, whilst in others, such as Brazil, there are proposals to postpone the entry into effect of its new data protection law. Data protection authorities have also been releasing guidance and statements regarding best practice and their own approach in managing the challenges that have arisen.

OneTrust DataGuidance has compiled this interactive, rolling report in order to assist in navigating these changes.

Guidance from around the world has been collated below and organised by region and jurisdiction in a Coronavirus Guidance Breakdown. You will find Coronavirus related advice, recommendations, and stipulations that have been released by supervisory authorities. This material addresses an expansive range of concerns, including, among other things, subject access requests, employee monitoring, geolocation, health data, teleworking, and regulatory approaches.

In addition, a Coronavirus Guidance Chart has been prepared highlighting the legislation, statements, and other material provided by supervisory authorities that covers key topics in a select set of jurisdictions. These topics include working from home, employee data collection, cybersecurity, and exceptions from normal enforcement practices.

This report will be periodically updated as new guidance is released and new measures are taken.

Usage of the materials

This report is general and informational in nature, and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on as a source of, legal advice. The information and materials provided may not be applicable in all (or any) situations and should not be acted upon without specific legal advice based on particular circumstances.

Coronavirus Guidance Chart

This chart outlines whether select jurisdictions have released guidance on key topics. Please note that the guidance linked to through the chart is not always in English, that certain jurisdictions will have released multiple pieces of guidance on the same topic, and that the same guidance may address multiple topics. A full list of guidance from a broader range of jurisdictions is available in the Guidance Breakdown below the chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Primary general guidance</th>
<th>Working from home</th>
<th>Employee data</th>
<th>Visitor data</th>
<th>Disclosure of an individual’s condition</th>
<th>Cybersecurity</th>
<th>Exceptions to usual enforcement processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Federal</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany Federal</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA Federal</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coronavirus Guidance Breakdown

**Americas & Caribbean**

**USA**

**USA Federal**

- COVID-19 and HIPAA: Disclosures to law enforcement, paramedics, other first responders and public health authorities
- How to Protect Privacy When Aggregating Location Data to Fight COVID-19
- AMA - Working from home during COVID-19 pandemic
- COVID-19 & HIPAA Bulletin Limited Waiver of HIPAA Sanctions and Penalties During a Nationwide Public Health Emergency (see additional enforcement discretion for business associates here)
- FinCEN Provides Further Information to Financial Institutions in Response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic
- FERPA & Coronavirus Disease 2019 FAQs
- ONC, CMS, and OIG issue statement on enforcement discretion of interoperability final rule (access press releases here)
- Privacy and Ethics Recommendations for Computing Applications Developed to Mitigate COVID-19
- HR Policy Association letter on returning to work
- HSCC and H-ISAC cybersecurity tactical guidance
- FinCEN notice on BSA compliance in light of Coronavirus pandemic
- OIG publishes Coronavirus strategic plan
- EPIC and others, letters on the Coronavirus and privacy principles
- Health IT FAQs for Coronavirus testing laboratories
- OCR guidance on contacting former Coronavirus patients about donation opportunities
- FTC blog post on privacy during Coronavirus
- NGOs letter to California Governor urging data privacy protections for contact tracing

**Arizona**

- AG Brnovich Issues Advisory Concerning Work-From-Home and Classroom Cybersecurity

**Connecticut**

- Coronavirus Cyber Safety Tips and Tricks

**Idaho**

- Wasden Releases New Information on HIPAA Privacy and Security and Breach Notification Rules

**New York**

- NYDFS Guidance to NYDFS regulated entities regarding cybersecurity awareness during the COVID-19 pandemic

**Tennessee**

- Commissioner Gonzales Issues Interim Guidance Relative to COVID-19 Pandemic

**Canada**

**Canada Federal**

- A Framework for the Government of Canada to Assess Privacy-Impactful Initiatives in Response to COVID-19
- Privacy and the COVID-19 outbreak
- Navigating regulatory rules during the pandemic
- Focused Cyber Security Advice and Guidance During COVID-19
- Cyber Hygiene for COVID-19
- Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) Message to Reporting Agencies
- Joint statement on contact tracing and similar apps
- CMA Blogpost on privacy during Coronavirus
- CCCS publishes bulletin on Coronavirus’ impact on cyber threat activity
- OPC Commissioner statement on contact tracing apps

**Alberta**

- Managing Records When Transitioning from Work to Home
- Notice: PIAs During a Public Health Emergency

**British Columbia**

- Extension of Time for Public Bodies to Respond to Freedom of Information Requests

**Newfoundland and Labrador**

- Don’t Blame Privacy – What To Do and How To Communicate in an Emergency

**Quebec**

- Pandemic, Privacy and protection of personal information (only available in French here)
- COVID-19: Requests for access, rectification and recourse to the Access to Information Commission (only available in French here)
- Minister requires bar owners to keep customer registers (only available in French here)

**Yukon**

- Working Remotely - Guidance for Employees of Public Bodies and Custodians
- Guidance for custodians under the Health Information Privacy and Management Act during the COVID-19 pandemic

**Caribbean**

**Bermuda**

- Guidance on Privacy Issues in Public Health Emergencies
- Work from home tips from Bermuda's Cybersecurity Governance Board
- Cybersecurity considerations for organizations and those working from home

**BES Islands**

- Employee monitoring guidance during COVID-19 (only available in Dutch here)

**Cayman Islands**

- Data Protection and COVID-19
- Ombudsman urges public to keep COVID-19 patient details private

**Latin America**

**Argentina**

- Argentinian data protection authority (AAIP) statement in relation to COVID-19 (only available in Spanish here)
- AAIP guidance on temperature collection (only available in Spanish here)
Chile
- INAI statement on the deficiencies of the health sector (only available in Spanish [here])
- APDP Statement on employee data collection during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])
- SIC circular on data processing compliance during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])
- URCDP recommendations on body temperature data (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI and RIPD microsite on personal data and transparency (only available in Spanish [here])
- AGESIC Recommendations on videoconferencing (only available in Spanish [here])
- URCDP recommendations for the processing of personal data during Uruguay
- Law No. 6524, which declares a state of emergency in Paraguay in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Statement on data privacy of Coronavirus patients (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI - Privacy Obligations for Public and Private Hospitals during Coronavirus pandemic (Binding) (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI - Recommendations for data protection while teleworking (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI – Use of geolocation data during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Statement on need for DPOs in healthcare sector (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI and RIPD microsite on personal data and transparency (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI statement on the deficiencies of the health sector (only available in Spanish [here])

Colombia
- External Circular 003 of 2020, which extends the deadline of registration with the National Registry of Databases (only available in Spanish [here])
- SIC circular on data processing compliance during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])

Costa Rica
- PRODHAB resolution suspending data protection procedural deadlines for one month (only available in Spanish [here])

Mexico
- Agreement through which Various Measures are Approved to Guarantee the Rights of Protection of Personal Data and Access to Information, Before the Situation of Contingency Generated by the so-called Virus COVID-19 (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Statement on data privacy of Coronavirus patients (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI - Privacy Obligations for Public and Private Hospitals during Coronavirus pandemic (Binding) (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Recommendations for data protection while teleworking (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI – Use of geolocation data during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Statement on need for DPOs in healthcare sector (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI Guidance on privacy during virtual meetings (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI and RIPD microsite on personal data and transparency (only available in Spanish [here])
- INAI statement on the deficiencies of the health sector (only available in Spanish [here])

Paraguay
- Law No. 6524, which declares a state of emergency in Paraguay in the face of the COVID-19 (only available in Spanish [here])

Peru
- APDP Statement on Supreme Decree No. 70-2020-PCM and the use of geolocation data for cases of COVID-19 (only available in Spanish [here])
- APDP Statement on employee data collection during Coronavirus (only available in Spanish [here])

Uruguay
- URCDP recommendations for the processing of personal data during national health emergencies (only available in Spanish [here])
- AGESIC Recommendations on videoconferencing (only available in Spanish [here])
- URCDP recommendations on body temperature data (only available in Spanish [here])

APAC & CIS
APAC
Australia
- Coronavirus (COVID-19) Understanding your privacy obligations to your staff
- Assessing privacy risks in changed working environments: Privacy Impact Assessments
- COVID-19: Protecting your small business
- Draft bill on Coronavirus app privacy protections
- ACCC on exemptions under Competition and Consumer Act 2010
- ADHA guide on using online conferencing technologies

China
- General notice on strengthening information-based support for the prevention and control of COVID-19 (only available in Chinese [here])
- General Notice on the protection of personal information and use of Big Data to support the prevention and control of COVID-19 (only available in Chinese [here])
- Urgent Notice on Personal Data Protection, Transport, and Coordinating Work Related to COVID-19 (only available in Chinese [here])
- Personal health information code series of national standards Q&A (only available in Chinese [here])

Hong Kong
- PCPD responds to privacy issues arising from mandatory quarantine measures
- Guidelines to employers and employees to fight COVID-19
- Special Work Arrangements from 23 March 2020 until Further Notice
- Measures for the prevention and control of COVID-19 (only available in Chinese [here])
- Statement relating to the use of personal data from social media platforms for the purpose of tracking COVID-19
- Guideline on Children’s Privacy during the Pandemic
- PCPD guidelines for collection of body temperature and related personal information from visitors to premises (only available in Chinese [here])

India
- COVID-19: Data Privacy Outlook
- Work From Home – Cybersecurity Best Practices for Employees
- DSCI Advisory for Hospitals & Healthcare Industry to Fight COVID-19 Cyberattacks
- DSCI Advisory for Law Enforcement Agencies
- DSCI Guidance on Resuming Work from Office
- DSCI published guidance on business resilience and security
- Special Work Arrangements from 23 March 2020 until Further Notice
- Measures for the prevention and control of COVID-19 (only available in Chinese [here])
- Statement relating to the use of personal data from social media platforms for the purpose of tracking COVID-19

Indonesia
- Decree concerning Efforts to Combat COVID-19 Through the Support of the Post and Information Sector (only available in Indonesian [here])
- BSSN statement on cybersecurity and Coronavirus (only available in Indonesian [here])
- Kominfo workplace Coronavirus prevention guide (only available in Indonesian [here])
- Kominfo guidance on flexible working (only available in Indonesian [here])
- Kominfo statement on patients data during Coronavirus (only available in Indonesian [here])
Japan
- Guidelines on the handling of Personal Information to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 (only available in Japanese here)
- Guidelines on Teleworking Security (only available in Japanese here)
- ICT-ISAC remote working guide (only available in Japanese here)

Macau
- Authorisation No. 01/2020 on the Exemption from Notification Obligations when Collecting and Processing Visitors Personal Information (only available in Chinese and Portuguese here)
- Recommendations to protect student's personal data and calls for video software and video platforms with caution (only available in Portuguese here)

Malaysia
- NACSA: Advisory on Cyber Threat Using COVID-19 Outbreak As Theme

New Zealand
- COVID-19 and privacy FAQs
- Working remotely: Advice for organisations and staff
- Working remotely: Getting started on cloud security
- COVID-19: Guidelines for hospitality establishments on physical distancing and gathering size limits
- Privacy and COVID-19: Hospitality establishment guest registers
- Employee health privacy for GPs during Coronavirus
- Civil Defence National Emergencies (Information Sharing) Code 2013
- Access requests during COVID-19
- Disclosing COVID-19 patient information
- OPCNZ Coronavirus Q&A
- OPCNZ statement on contact tracing
- OPCNZ summary of global tracing apps
- OPCNZ releases assessment of contact tracing solutions
- OPCNZ submission on inquiry into Coronavirus public health act
- Cyber resilience and digital transformation in the time of COVID-19

Pakistan
- Circular No. 3 of 2020 on Measures to Enhance Cyber Resilience amid COVID-19 Threat
- Circular No. 2 of 2020 on Measures to Limit the Spread of COVID-19 by Promoting the Use of Digital Payment Services

Philippines
- Bulletin no. 3: Collect what is Necessary, Disclose Only to the Proper Authority
- Protecting Patient Data from Unauthorised Disclosure
- Official Statement of the National Privacy Commission on Calls for Patients to Waive Privacy Rights, Publicly Disclose Health Status
- Bulletin No. 3 on Proper Protection of Personal Injury Information during COVID-19 (only available in Filipino here)
- Bulletin No. 6 Collect the Minimum Necessary Information in Providing Financial Aid and Other Relief Packaged to Those Affected by the Enhanced Community Quarantine
- Bulletin No. 10: Protection Against Unauthorised Disclosure of Patient Data (only available in Filipino here)
- Bulletin No. 11: Joint Statement of the Department of Health and NPC on Processing and Disclosure of COVID-19 Related Data
- NPC bulletin on working from home and Coronavirus

Singapore
- Advisories on Collection of Personal Data for COVID-19 Contact Tracing and Use of SafeEntry
- FAQs Data Collection, Use and Disclosure

South Korea
- Notice on COVID-19 and the protection of Personal Information (only available in Korean here)

Sri Lanka
- Working from Home Security Considerations

Taiwan
- MOHW guidelines on Coronavirus (only available to download in Chinese here)

CIS
Moldova
- Guidance on Processing of Personal Data during COVID-19 (only available in Romanian here)

Russia
- Bill on Employment data collection and sharing (only available in Russian here)
- Roskomnadzor Statement on use of thermal imagers by employers (only available in Russian here)
- Quarantine Cybersecurity Bank of Russia Recommendations (only available in Russian here)
- Temporary Measures for AML/CFT during COVID-19 (only available in Russian here)
- Creation of a tracking system for citizens in contact with individuals infected with COVID-19 (only available in Russian here)
- Digital passes Federal Platform for Issuing Digital Access pass during COVID-19 (only available in Russian here)
- Ministry on Health Guidelines for Coronavirus (only available in Russian here)

Uzbekistan
- Security Recommendations on remote working for employees (only available in Uzbek here)

Ukraine
- Emergency and the right to privacy (only available in Ukrainian here)
- Amendments to the Law of Ukraine on the Protection of Population from Infectious Diseases in light of COVID-19 (only available in Ukrainian here)
- Statement on the Dissemination of the Personal Information of Individuals Infected by COVID-19 (only available in Ukrainian here)
EU
- EDPB Statement on Coronavirus and processing of personal data
- European Digital Rights statement on data protection and Coronavirus
- Statement on the use of smartphone data to manage Coronavirus
- Guidance on Apps supporting the fight against COVID-19 pandemic in relation to data protection
- Top tips for cybersecurity when working remotely
- Joint statement on cybersecurity and working from home
- Cybersecurity recommendations when working from home
- EBA statement on additional supervisory measures in the COVID-19 pandemic
- AML/CFT measures to mitigate the impact of Coronavirus
- Postponement of application of the Medical Devices Regulation
- Guidance on the management of clinical trials during the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic
- Guidelines 03/2020 on the Processing of Data Concerning Health for the Purpose of Scientific Research in the Context of the COVID-19 Outbreak
- Statement on principles to mitigate the impact on Coronavirus on the occupational pensions sector
- Joint European Roadmap towards lifting COVID-19 containment measures
- Resolution of 17 April 2020 on EU Coordinated Action to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic and its Consequences (17 April 2020)
- IAB Europe delays TCF v2.0 timelines due to Coronavirus
- Briefing on tracking mobile devices to fight coronavirus
- EU toolbox for contact tracing mobile applications
- Guidelines 04/2020 on the Use of Location Data and Contact Tracing Tools in the Context of the COVID-19 Outbreak
- Joint Statement on Digital Contact Tracing
- Coronavirus and compliance with the GDPR
- EU, ENISA Guidance on CSIRT and Coronavirus
- ENISA: Understanding and dealing with phishing during the covid-19 pandemic
- EDPB: Blogpost on contact tracing and mobile applications
- Coronavirus: a common approach for safe and efficient mobile tracing apps across the EU
- Interoperability guidelines for approved contact tracing mobile applications in the EU
- Cybersecurity in the healthcare sector during COVID-19 pandemic
- ENISA recommendations on smart infrastructure security during Coronavirus
- European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights second report on Coronavirus and human rights
- ENISA cyber hygiene tips for SMEs during Coronavirus
- EDPB Statement on the processing of personal data in the context of reopening of borders following the COVID-19 outbreak
- EPDB Statement on the data protection impact of the interoperability of contact tracing apps
- FRA and EDPS joint statement on new technology and data protection and revised MoU
- Orientations from the EDPS. Reactions of EU institutions as employers to the COVID-19 crisis
- EPRS report on lifting Coronavirus restrictions
- EDPS orientations on temperatures checks by EU institutions

Albania
- IDP issues guidelines on data protection and Coronavirus (only available in Albanian here)
France
- Guidelines on remote working (only available in French [here])
- BYOD best practices guide (only available in French [here])
- Coronavirus cybersecurity best practices (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on videoconference tools (only available in French [here])
- ANSSI digital security recommendations to StopCovid (only available in French [here])
- CNIL Statement on the legal basis for the French Government sending SMS messages to citizens on security measures against COVID-19 (only available in French [here])
- Guidance on data protection and education during Coronavirus (only available in French [here])
- CNIL announces decree on health system organisation (only available in French [here])
- CNIL issues opinion on Coronavirus contact tracing app (only available in French [here])
- Protocol for exiting confinement for organisations in the context of COVID-19 (only available in French [here])
- Guidance on employer’s collection of data during coronavirus with Q&As (only available in French [here] and [here])
- CNIL guidance on online examinations during Coronavirus (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on the health data hub (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidelines on thermal cameras (only available in French [here])
- Conseil d’Etat decision on thermal cameras in Lisses’ schools (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on customer detail registers (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on customer data processing for Coronavirus contact tracing

Germany
- BfDI Compilation on Privacy and Coronavirus (only available in German [here])
- Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information (’BfDI’)
- German Data Protection Conference (’DSK’) Resolution on Coronavirus (only available in German [here])
- Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information (’BfDI’) Guidance on Coronavirus (only available in German [here])
- BfDI Compilation on Privacy and Coronavirus (only available in German [here])
- Federal Office for Information Security (’BSI’) Technical Guidelines on Security
- ANSSI digital security recommendations to StopCovid (only available in French [here])
- CNIL Statement on the legal basis for the French Government sending SMS messages to citizens on security measures against COVID-19 (only available in French [here])
- Guidance on data protection and education during Coronavirus (only available in French [here])
- CNIL announces decree on health system organisation (only available in French [here])
- CNIL issues opinion on Coronavirus contact tracing app (only available in French [here])
- Protocol for exiting confinement for organisations in the context of COVID-19 (only available in French [here])
- Guidance on employer’s collection of data during coronavirus with Q&As (only available in French [here] and [here])
- CNIL guidance on online examinations during Coronavirus (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on the health data hub (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidelines on thermal cameras (only available in French [here])
- Conseil d’Etat decision on thermal cameras in Lisses’ schools (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on customer detail registers (only available in French [here])
- CNIL guidance on customer data processing for Coronavirus contact tracing

Finland
- Ombudsman issues statement on Coronavirus and data protection
- Ombudsman publishes Q&As on Coronavirus and data protection
- Ombudsman publishes Q&As on Digital Health Apps (only available in German [here])
- Ombudsman publishes Q&As on Coronavirus and data protection

Gibraltar
- Gibraltar Regulatory Authority (’GRA’) Q&As on data protection and Coronavirus
- GRA FAQs on Coronavirus and data protection
- Guidance on GDPR & DPA COVID-19: Contact Tracing and Location Data
- GRA guidance on temperature checks
- GPSC statement on AML/CFT supervision during Coronavirus

Greece
- Guidelines on personal data processing and Coronavirus (only available in Greek [here])
- HDPA teleworking guidelines (only available in Greek [here])
- Ministry of Digital Governance guidelines on working from home (only available in Greek [here])
- Cybercrime Division safe teleworking guide (only available in Greek [here])
- Ministry of Education issues decision on remote education (only available to download in Greek [here])

Guernsey
- ODPA statement on data collection requirements during Coronavirus

Hungary
- NAIH statement on Coronavirus (only available in Hungarian [here])
- NAIH statement on children’s consent during remote digital teaching (only available in Hungarian [here])
- Governmental Decree No. 179/2020 (V.4) on derogations from provisions regulating data subject requests and addressing data processing activities relating to COVID-19 (only available to download in Hungarian [here])

Ireland
- DPC statement on remote working and personal data protection
- DPC blog post on Coronavirus and SARs
- DPC blog post on video conferencing
- Data Protection – Return to Work Safely Protocol
- DPC guidance on Return to Work Safely Protocol
- DPC guide on customer data processing for Coronavirus contact tracing

Isle of Man
- Commissioner Guidance on Coronavirus and data protection
- Guidance for organisations on complying with Subject Access Requests and other rights
- Commissioner guidance on checking staff for Coronavirus symptoms

Italy
- Garante updated list of Coronavirus and privacy-related laws [Binding] (only available in Italian [here])
- Decree on National Health Service and Coronavirus [Binding] (only available in Italian [here])
- Joint Protocol on Coronavirus in the Workplace (only available in Italian [here])
- Garante Q&A on Ransomware Attacks (only available in Italian [here])
- Garante Recommendations on e-learning and Coronavirus (only available in Italian [here])
- Italian Medicine’s Agency (AIFA) Recommendations on Management of Clinical Trials (only available in Italian [here])
- Italy: Garante FAQs on Coronavirus (only available in Italian [here])
- Garante FAQs on serological tests in the workplace (only available in Italian [here])

Jersey
- JOIC Statement on data protection in the context of Coronavirus
- JOIC Guidance on Coronavirus and working from home
- Data Protection and Video Conferencing: Tips for Organisations
- JOIC statement on privacy considerations for employers when returning to work

Kosovo
- AIP statement on processing of personal data during Coronavirus pandemic (only available in Albianian [here])

Latvia
- Latvian Information and Communication Technology Association (’LIKTA’) Guidance on Data Protection and Working from Home (only available in Latvian [here])
- Data State Inspectorate (’DVI’) Guidance on Data Protection and Health Information (only available in Latvian [here])
- DVI Guidance on Data Protection and Health Information (only available in Latvian [here])
- Parliament of Latvia (’Saeima’) Measures to Address Coronavirus [Binding] (only available in Latvian [here])
- DVI statement for service providers during Coronavirus (only available in Latvian [here])
- FIU report on ML/TF risks during Coronavirus
Liechtenstein
- DSS statement on coronavirus and data protection (only available in German here)
- DSS summary of guidance on data protection while working from home (only available in German here)

Luxembourg
- CNPD issues recommendations on privacy and Coronavirus (only available in French here)

Montenegro
- AZLP publishes recommendations on Coronavirus and data privacy (only available to download in Montenegrin here)

Netherlands
- AP Guidance on Working from Home (only available in Dutch here)
- AP Announcement on Measuring Temperature before Entry into Workplace (only available in Dutch here)
- AP Guidance on Data Collection by Education Institutions (only available in Dutch here)
- AP Assessment Report of Coronavirus Apps (only available in Dutch here)
- AP Letter on Verbal Consent to Allow Doctors to View Medical Records (only available in Dutch here)
- AP Statement on Location Data during Coronavirus (only available in Dutch here)
- CSR advisory report on cyber resilience of IACS (only available in Dutch here)

Norway
- Datatilsynet Statement on Coronavirus and Privacy (only available in Norwegian here)
- Datatilsynet blogpost on Coronavirus and Working from Home (only available in Norwegian here)

Poland
- UODO Statement on recent Coronavirus legislation (Binding) (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Statement on Coronavirus and home working (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Statement on communication companies sending messages about coronavirus (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Guidance for health institutions on the exchange of information when conducting Coronavirus tests (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Statement on disclosure of electronic medical records (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Statement on temperature checks and Coronavirus (only available in Polish here)
- UODO Guidance on paper documentation and teleworking (only available in Polish here)
- UODO guidance on videoconferencing during Coronavirus (only available in Polish here)

Portugal
- CNPD Guidelines on Teleworking (only available in Portuguese here)
- CNPD Guidance on Collection of Employee Health Data (only available in Portuguese here)
- CNPD Guidelines on Disclosure of Information during Coronavirus (only available in Portuguese here)
- CNPD Guidelines on Distance Learning Platforms (only available in Portuguese here)
- CNPD responses on guidelines on workers' temperature checks (only available in Portuguese here)
- CNPD guidelines on measurement of students' body temperature (only available in Portuguese here)

Romania
- CERT-RO recommendations on working from home (only available in Romanian here)

Serbia
- Poverenik statement on data storage during Coronavirus (only available in Serbian here)

Slovakia
- ÚOOU opinion on temperature checks (only available in Slovakian here)

Slovenia
- Commissioner issues statement on Coronavirus website's data processing (only available in Slovenian here)
- Commissioner issues guidance on working from home during Coronavirus (only available in Slovenian here)
- Commissioner publishes information on Coronavirus and data processing in schools (only available in Slovenian here)
- Commissioner issues statement on the use of thermal cameras (only available in Slovenian here)

Spain
- AEPD publishes data processing and Coronavirus report
- AEPD issues FAQs on Coronavirus (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD issues statement on websites and apps advising on Coronavirus (only available in Spanish here)
- APDCAT publishes statement on personal data processing and Coronavirus
- AEPD issues statement on health data collection and Coronavirus (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD issues blog post on data processing in emergency situations (only available in Spanish here)
- INCIBE issues blog post on teleworking (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD issues recommendations on data protection and teleworking (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD issues blog post on phishing attacks on Coronavirus (only available in Spanish here)
- INCIBE issues blog post on safety tips when using video call applications (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD issues blog post on data breach notifications during state of emergency (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD Study on technologies being used against Coronavirus (only available in Spanish here)
- APDCAT publishes opinion on temperature checks on workplace (only available in Catalan here)
- Royal Decree-Law No. 21/2020, of June 9, on Urgent Measures of Prevention, Containment and Coordination to Face the Health Crisis caused by COVID-19 (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD statement on Coronavirus related questions during job interviews (only available in Spanish here)
- AEPD statement on personal data collection by entertainment venues (only available in Spanish here)

Switzerland
- Zurich DPA Guide on Working from Home (only available in German here)
- Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner ("FDPIC") Guidance on Video and Audio Conference Security (only available to download in French here, German here, and Italian here)
- FDPIC Assessment and Findings on Contact Tracing App (only available in French here, German here, and Italian here)
- FDPIC statement on business continuity and Coronavirus

Turkey
- KVKK issues statement on Coronavirus and obligations (only available in Turkish here)
- KVKK issues statement on processing of location data and Coronavirus (only available in Turkish here)

UK
- Data Protection and Coronavirus: Information about Data Controllers
- Guidance on videoconferencing for organisations
- Advisory on cyber criminals exploiting Coronavirus
- Blogpost: Community groups and Coronavirus
- Blogpost: Community groups and Coronavirus
- Guidance on ICO's regulatory approach during Coronavirus
- ICO's Opinion on Apple and Google joint initiative on COVID-19 contact tracing technology
• Biometrics Commissioner Statement on the use of symptom tracking apps
• Coronavirus (COVID-19), advice on how to protect yourself and your business from fraud and cyber crime
• Blog: Information Commissioner sets out new priorities for UK data protection during COVID-19 and beyond
• ICO Workplace testing – guidance for employers
• NCSC Moving your business from the physical to the digital (guidance for SMEs)
• CDEI repository on Coronavirus
• CDEI May repository on Coronavirus
• CDEI blog on immunity certificates
• ICO guidance on collecting customer and visitor data for contact tracing
• ICO update on regulatory approach regarding Coronavirus
• CDEI June repository on Coronavirus
• ICO response letter to MPs regarding Government Coronavirus response
• CDEI August repository on COVID-19

Middle East

Bahrain
• MoH resolution on measures to prevent spread of Coronavirus in work sites (only available in Arabic here)

Iran
• CRA announcement of measures to address Coronavirus

Israel
• PPA publishes guidance on Coronavirus
• Government approves mobile tracking to monitor Coronavirus quarantine enforcement
• Government issues emergency state regulations following decision on Coronavirus measures
• PPA publishes Q&As on Coronavirus (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA publishes guidelines on issuing electronic certificates (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA publishes recommendations on remote learning during Coronavirus (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA publishes background review on the use of social ranking systems (only available in Hebrew here)
• Supreme Court issues decision on General Security Services’ tracking of technological data (Binding) (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA recommendations for individuals entering workplaces in the context of Coronavirus (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA guidance on student’s privacy (only available in Hebrew here)
• PPA review of digital monitoring tools for Coronavirus contact tracing (only available in Hebrew here)

Oman
• Ministry of Legal Affairs publishes decree amending the Law on Combating Communicable Diseases
• Amended Law on the Control of Communicable Diseases promulgated by Royal Decree 73/92

UAE
• Dubai Financial Service Authority Statement on the UAE Government's Measures to Address Coronavirus
• The Abu Dhabi Global Market Financial Services Regulator Authority Amendments to Fees Framework to Support Businesses during Coronavirus

Africa

Morocco
• CNDP Statement on Teleworking and Data Protection (only available in French here)
International

- ICIC joint statement on duty to document during Coronavirus
- DHS, CISA, and NCSC joint cyber warning for healthcare sector
- G20 Ministers Statement on Coronavirus and Digital Economy
- OECD report on privacy and apps in light of Coronavirus
- CoE: Respecting democracy, rule of law and human rights in the framework of the COVID-19 sanitary crisis. A toolkit for member states